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Saori 石川 Braun, Ph.D., C.S.C.S., A.T.C.

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

2014 Summer
• Assistant Professor, 1st year

• Dept of Kinesiology-Human 

Performance Program

• Courses:

• Exercise Physiology

• Research Methods

• Community Fitness Program

My Story

Finding passion

Being keen to opportunities

Transforming weaknesses into strengths

“Begin with the end in mind”(Stephen Covey)

Challenges
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Learned how to ride my 
bike at age 5

Disliked being 
indoor/reading books

Never stopped moving!

First challenge:

“Saori” is not the way 

you spell my name! It’s 

「さ・お・り」
(Japanese)!

Middle school in 
Kawasaki, Japan

Second Challenge:
Re-learn Japanese

Experience fainting…

American or Japanese??  “Who am I???” “Why am I 
here???” phase

Season of hatred and agony

Loneliness and anger

But, one thing I 
continued…was 
gymnastics
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School of Health and Physical Education - Teacher 
Education program

Joined the gymnastics team – Why do we have to 
follow everything that Senpai says!?!?!?

Summer of sophomore year – ACL tear; provoked 
interests in Sports Medicine

Meet wonderful life-long friends and mentors at the Univ. 
of Tsukuba!

Growing passion: want to teach other athletes about 
human body and how it works!

Enrolled in the Master’s entry-level athletic training program at 
Bridgewater State University, MA (2006-2008)

Challenge 4:
 Brings back my insecurity from high school of                                               

‘not being able to speak English’ and having no friends                  (my 
perception back then)

Used to hide my childhood experiences

Learned to be ‘okay’ with not doing things right the first time

Slowly began to let go of my pride…and breathe ~

Shift in my mindset – overcame challenges of 
language/cultural barriers

People are people, and we are attracted and inspired by one 
another by facial expressions, behaviors, confidence, 
thoughtfulness, gentleness, and most importantly through 
caring attitude. In another word, you are not heard by others 
when you are just full of knowledge, and there is no 
compassion.

So, it’s okay if your English is not perfect

Challenges:
 English – second language

 Female

 Non-U.S. citizen (realistic work-visa issues!!)

Turn these challenges into advantages:
 Your addition brings about diversity to the community

 Connect with people outside of the ‘normal’ spectrum – e.g., 
attending TSI and brining your own students to the program
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Responsibilities:
Teaching

Exercise Physiology

Undergraduate Research Methods

Community Fitness Program

Advising

Service to the Dept, University, & Community

Biggest Challenge!

• Shy to speak out 

during 

meetings…perceived 

as not having any 

opinions or ideas 

Behavioral monitoring - accelerometry

Metabolic risk factors among                                                
office workers & hospital receptionists

How much is too much sitting?

How do we define ‘prolonged sitting’?

What is the most appropriate way to 
standardize handling of accelerometry data?

How do we modify sitting behaviors with limited 
resources in workplace?

1. Community Fitness Program

2. Faculty-Led International Immersion Experience 
program – beginning summer 2015 to bring 
students to TSI!
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2014 Summer
• Your job

• Affiliation

• What you do:

• Course you teach

• Research you assist

• Own research interests
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Initial: Health and 
Physical 

Education 
teacher

Certified Athletic 
Trainer

Teaching position 
in higher 
education

Utilize the challenges you faced growing up

Weaknesses: Strengths:

- Anxious speaking in front of a 

group of people

- Care for people to understand  sense 

the responses of your students/clients

- Statistics - Understand the struggles of students 

prepare your lecture from students’ 

perspectives

- English (language barrier) - Use simple language, 6-8th grade level 

easier for people to relate to you

- Self-confidence - Turn your attention to others’ strength, 

allowing you to build greater confidence

Weaknesses: Strengths:

-



-



-



-



Continue to 
explore…through 
teaching and research

Impact on individuals’ 
life through exercise 
and physical activity

Learning how to be a 
better cook!

Stay active

Travel around and 
explore as many parts 
of an “elephant” as 
possible
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“We must not cease from exploration and 
the end of all our exploring will be to 

arrive where we began and to know the 
place for the first time.”

(T.S. Elliot’s observation)


